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ROI of Software Process Improvement: Metrics for Project Managers and Software EngineersJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2004
This book masterfully illuminates extremely simple,  but overwhelmingly powerful metrics, models, and methods for designing  professional business cases while the author demystifies esoteric concepts in  ROI.




An indispensable addition to your...
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3ds Max 8 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
If 3ds Max 8 can do it, you can do it too ... 
Spark your creativity with the world's most popular animation software and the detailed instruction in this power-packed book from an industry expert. If you're new to 3ds Max, jump right in with a Quick Start program that will have you modeling and rendering a complete image your first day....
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The Focal Easy Guide to Adobe Audition 2.0Focal Press, 2006
"Very helpful are the copious and easy to interpret screenshots...Topics can be found easily."
 - Pro Audio Review, Aug. 2006     

       Software packages are complex. Shouldn't software books make it easier? Simplify your life with the Focal Easy Guide to Adobe ® Audition ® 2.0! This short, full-color book...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Photoshop CS4Visual, 2008
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 145 PhotoshopCS4 tasks. Each task-based spread covers a single technique, sure to...
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How To Do Everything Adobe InDesign CS4McGraw-Hill, 2009
Maximize the power of the number-one desktop publishing tool

This full-color guide shows you how to use the undisputed leader in desktop publishing tools to create any type of publication. Adobe Community Expert Donna Baker explains text, image, and drawing features; color and color management;...
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SAP ERP Financials and FICO HandbookJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2009

	This up-to-date quick reference guide helps the reader through the most popular SAP module. It includes material on SAP ERP Financials, SAP FICO, and SAP R/3. Unlike most books that only provide questions and answers for certification or interview preparation, this book covers fifty common business situations related to ERP Financials/FICO...
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Information Visualization, Third Edition: Perception for Design (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Information Visualization: Perception for Design is a comprehensive guide to what the science of human perception tells us about how we should display information.


	The human brain is a super-computer for finding patterns in information. Our understanding of visual data and visual information is greatly enhanced or impeded by...
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Digital Storytelling: The Narrative Power of Visual Effects in FilmMIT Press, 2008

	Computer-generated effects are often blamed for bad Hollywood movies. Yet when a critic complains that "technology swamps storytelling" (in a review of Van Helsing, calling it "an example of everything that is wrong with Hollywood computer-generated effects movies"), it says more about the weakness of the story than the...
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Casarett & Doull's Toxicology: The Basic Science of Poisons, Eighth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	The most trusted all-in-one overview of the biomedical and environmental aspects of toxicology--NOW more complete, up-to-date, and in full color


	A Doody's Core Title for 2015!


	NEW to the Eighth Edition

	
		FULL-COLOR design to allow for a clearer interpretationof the basic...
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Stem Cell Labeling for Delivery and Tracking Using Noninvasive Imaging (Series in Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering)CRC Press, 2011

	Stem Cell Labeling for Delivery and Tracking Using Noninvasive Imaging provides a comprehensive overview of cell therapy imaging, ranging from the basic biology of cell therapeutic choices to the preclinical and clinical applications of cell therapy. It emphasizes the use of medical imaging for therapeutic delivery/targeting,...
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Mastering Digital PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Stop taking snapshots and start taking photographs! "Mastering Digital Photography" gives you the tips and techniques you need to take professional-quality photographs with your digital camera. Written for photographers, by a photographer, it examines the special capabilities and needs of computer imaging, concentrating...
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Six Sigma and Beyond:  Design for Six Sigma, Volume VICRC Press, 2002
This volume addresses design improvement from the perspective of prevention by introducing readers to the tools of the Six Sigma design process, and discusses DFSS (DCOV), and provides linkages between the traditional DMAIC and the DFSS model.

In this volume of the Six Sigma and Beyond series, quality engineering expert D.H....
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